Di erent alignments of multi-dimensional arrays on a mesh-connected SIMD architecture result in di erent communication patterns during parallel program execution. In this paper a compile-time selection of data alignment that minimizes communication cost is discussed. First, it is shown that the selection is computationally as hard as a sub-class of the well-known problem of nding the closest vector in a lattice. The NP-hardness of the latter problem is proven. Then, two algorithms for exact minimum solution are discussed. Although the complexity of these algorithms is exponential, for small lattices often generated by parallel scienti c computation the execution times of these algorithms may be acceptable. A polynomial-time algorithm for nding an approximate solution is also described. Finally, improvements in communication cost resulting from alignments for randomly generated graphs are presented.
In most mesh-connected architectures (such as Maspar and CM-2), the cost, C, of communicating a message of unit length between two processors, p i and p j , is proportional to the distance, d, between them If the processors in the mesh-connected architecture communicate in a lock-step fashion (as in SIMD architectures), all the active processors simultaneously communicate the same amount of data in the same direction and to the same distance. For this type of tra c pattern, the distance metric, C, denotes the total time required by the active processors to communicate a message of unit length. The algorithms discussed in this paper determine the task and data alignment to minimize the total communication cost for such tra c patterns. For more general tra c patterns, the algorithms determine the alignment that minimizes the total distance travelled by the messages.
Let us consider a statement in the parallel program of the form:
a : v l i 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i k ] = v r e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e l ]
where i j are index variables and each subscripting expression e j on the right hand side is a function over possibly many indexes. Compile-time analysis of the communication cost is independent of the language in which the program is written and can be performed in any traditional highlevel programming languages or a parallel functional language 22] . What is important is the 1 There is often a small \start up cost" associated with each communication, which is ignored in our analysis. In some architectures, there is a global router, communication through which is usually much costlier than communication through the mesh router, especially when the distance between the communicating processors is short.
form of subscripting expressions in variables present in the statement. In many parallel scienti c computation, assignment statements, such as 1, are executed iteratively over the index domain. Thus there are potentially many instances of each statement at di erent index points which can be executed in parallel.
For each assignment statement \a", we de ne an alignment function a that maps the index point representing an instance of the statement onto the position of the virtual processor domain that executes it (conceptually). Similarly, for each data structure v, we de ne an alignment function v . For the purpose of data alignment we assume that the number of dimensions of the virtual processor domain is equal to the largest dimension over all the data structures in the program. If the virtual processor domain and the actual processor domain have a di erent number of dimensions, then the compiler is expected to determine which dimension of variables and assignments to align with those of the processor architecture (thus the virtual processor domain is partitioned with planes orthogonal to some axes), after evaluating the communication cost of the best alignment for di erent selections of the projection dimensions to produce the most e cient code.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the rst n dimensions of variables v l and v r are aligned, where n is the number of dimensions of the processor array (n l; k). Under these assumptions the communication cost of executing the statement is
where R a is the multiset of all the variables that appear on the right hand side of statement \a" (the same variable may appear more than once), and l is the variable de ned by the statement. To evaluate the distances in the above formula for n-dimensional mesh-connected architectures one need to know only the alignment in each dimension independently. The alignment function can be represented as a vector of elementary functions (for example, l ( i) is the tuple < l1 ( i); l2 ( i); : : :; ln ( i) >) and the resulting communication cost for the statement is
A large class of parallel scienti c computations can be modeled or expressed as Regular Iterative Algorithms (RIA) in which all subscripting expressions are of the form \I ? c", where I is an iterative variable and c is an integer constant. Nested loop programs with regular data dependences, often referred to in the literature as uniform dependence algorithms 20] and the uniform recurrence equations considered in 9] can be converted easily to RIA. Many programs that implement discretized numerical solutions to di erential and integral equations, digital signal processing problems, as well as linear algebraic and graph-theoretic problems can be conveniently written as RIAs 18] . A subclass of RIAs naturally leads to hardware systolic array implementations and conversely, any algorithm executed by a systolic array is a member of this subclass of RIAs 18] . The assignment statements for RIAs can be normalized to a form in which the left hand side variable is indexed by simple subscripts. In this case, for statement (1) we have 8j n : e j = i j ? c arj where c arj is the constant that appears at the j-th dimension of the r-th variable in equation a. 
Since the array references in RIA are uncoupled in each dimension, the alignment function that needs to be considered is a shift along a dimension. For example, the shift along the j-th dimension of variable l, lj , is i j + x lj (for x lj 2 Z). Thus the communication cost for statement a in equation (2) is:
C j ; where C j = jx lj ? x aj j + X r2Ra jx rj ? x aj ? c arj j Figure 2 shows the mapping of the variables and the assertion when the number of dimension is 1.
Since 8j n : C j 0, cost for each dimension can be minimized separately. Thus, under the stated assumptions the alignment problem can be reformulated as n problems of nding a minimum of the cost function for the j-th dimension, j = 1; 2; : : :; n:
jx rj ? x aj ? c arj j (3) where RIA is the set of all assertions in the regular iterative algorithm and c alaj = 0 for each dimension j and assignment a. Equation (3) is non-negative and is de ned by di erences of pairs of variables that belong to two disjoint classes (x r 's and x a 's). Hence (3) has in nitely many minimum points. The next section illustrates how the exploitation of this fact can lead to a reduction in the number of variables in (3) .
For Data alignment has received a signi cant attention in recent years. However, most of the works are either limited to analyzing alignment for a single program statement or assumes owner-computes rule, which, as shown earlier, may not lead to the optimum alignment.
Gilbert and Schreiber 7] presented an algorithm for nding the minimum communication cost evaluation of expression over distributed processor arrays for architectures having a property called 1 INTRODUCTION \robustness". Robust architectures include hypercubes and the Connection Machine. Given the allocation of arrays on parallel architecture, Gilbert and Schreiber's algorithm determines the processors at which the temporary variables should reside and task evaluation should take place to minimize the communication cost. This algorithm applies, however, to one expression at a time, whereas the methods presented here are based on global program analysis and optimize data alignment for the entire parallel computation.
Knobe et al described a heuristic to determine the allocation preferences of each array occurrence from array de nitions and usage patterns in the program 11] by building a preference graph incrementally. A cycle in the partially built preference graph indicates a potential con ict in alignment requirements which is resolved either by allowing communication or by serially allocating the dimension in con ict { thus reducing parallelism { as soon as it is detected. Their heuristic is also restricted by owner-computes rule. Unlike Knobe et.al.'s algorithm, the algorithm discussed in this paper analyzes the entire program before determining processor allocation and is not restricted by owner-computes rule.
Li and Chen 15] have described a heuristic based on component a nity graphs that determines which dimension of one array should be aligned with a particular dimension of another.
O'Boyle and Hedayat 1] discuss data alignment in a linear algebraic framework. Their condition of optimality takes into account only the number of non-local references made by each processor. Their algorithm selects the best alignment for each array independently of others. Hence, it does not address the problem that arises when these independently found alignments con ict with each other. In contrast, our approach measures communication cost in terms of the distance traveled by the message and the amount of data transferred. Gupta 4] developed techniques based on the analysis of array references in various statements inside every loop in a Fortran 77 program for axis and stride alignment. His model is restricted by the owner-computes rule.
Although the results presented in this paper can be used in the compiler of any programming language, the methods developed have been implemented in the compiler of the parallel functional language, EPL 22] . In many equational languages, such as EPL, SISAL 21] and Crystal 2] the computation is speci ed by a set of recurrence equations, which de nes a set of data structures. RIAs are therefore an easy and natural way of expressing parallel programs in such languages. In addition, thanks to the single assignment rule enforced by these languages, compiler analysis of the statements and their dependences are easier to perform than in traditional high-level languages 19].
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section a mathematical formulation of the alignment problem is given and its relation to a subclass of the closest vector problem is demonstrated. In section 3 this subclass of the closest vector problem is proven NP-hard. In section 4, two algorithms for an exact solution of the alignment problem are presented, although complexity of these algorithms is exponential, their performance is acceptable for small lattices. A polynomial-time algorithm for an approximate solution of the alignment problem and its performance is discussed in sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 discusses how the result can be extended.
Mathematical Formulation
The alignment problem de ned by formula (3) Formula (3) uses absolute alignments (i.e., alignment with respect to the processor architecture) of data structures and assignment statements in the computation. Instead, alignments of every variable relative to the assignment statements in which it appears can be considered. Each edge (s j ; v i ) in the modi ed dependence graph can be labeled with a relative alignment x 0 k = x v i ? x s j . Figure   4 shows the modi ed dependence graph for the RIA in example 1 and the relationship of absolute alignments x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 (represented by the dashed edges) to relative alignments x 0 1 ; x 0 2 ; x 0 3 ; x 0 4 (represented by the solid edges). Directions for the edges representing the relative alignments are from the statements to the variables. For example, variable V 1 and statement a 1 has an absolute alignment of x 2 and x 1 with respect to the processor P i , which means V 1 is placed at processor P i+x 2 and a 1 is executed at processor P i+x 1 (4) where each a i indicates whether the i-th edge belongs to the cycle, and if so whether the cycle traverses the corresponding edge along or against the direction of the edge. An example of such a constraint is shown in gure 4. Each constraint may be used to reduce the number of variables in the minimization problem. The alignment problem can be generalized to allow the same label to appear on more than one edges. This can be useful in many situations. For example, the user may have some insight into the problem and to reduce the complexity of the compiler analysis phase, can provide alignment directives for some of the variables and statements. If the user provides the relative alignment between variable A and B, then the edge connecting A with node C in the modi ed dependency graph has the same variable in its label as the variable in the label on the edge connecting B with node C (the labels themselves may be of the form x i + c, where c is a constant). Same variable may appear on more than one labels when array references more complicated than permitted by RIA is handled (see section 7) or when owner-compute rule is used. . This minimization problem can be solved separately from the rest of the graph G (and its remaining labels). If all two-edge connected components of modi ed dependence graph G consist of single nodes i.e., G is a forest, then lemma 1 (stated below) can be used to obtain the optimum alignment in O(jV j maxjR a j) where R a denotes the set of array references that appear on the right hand side of statement \a".
Consider a spanning tree T = (V 0 ; E T ) of the underlying graph of G 0 . Without loss of generality, we can assume that the edges of spanning tree T are labeled fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k g where k = jV 0 j ? 1( jE 0 j). Each edge in E 0 n E T , when added to the spanning tree, produces a distinct cycle, traversal of which yields a constraint as in (4) . Since all circuits in the connected component can be obtained from the cycles, the number of linearly independent constraints is n = jE 0 j ? jE T j = jE 0 j ? jV 0 j + 1 All these constraints can be written in the form of a dot product as x i = A i X where i = k + 1; : : :; n; X = x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k ], and A i 2 Z k . 2 From now on we consider only relative alignments and denote them by x1; x2; : : :.
If all edges of the spanning tree are labeled distinctly then A i 2 f?1; 0; 1g k . In this case, each constraint can be used to replace a distinct variable in (3) Proof The lemma is obviously true for n = 1 and n = 2. Assuming that the lemma is true for n = k ? 2; k 4, we prove that it is true for n = k. Proof Clearly the problem is in NP. We reduce the satis ability problem to problem F. The satis ability problem is to determine if there is a vector X = x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k ] 2 f0; 1g k for which a given Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is satis able, i.e., The theorem holds for ni greater than any xed integer. 4 Following the standard terminology 16], we call a problem NP-hard if there is an NP-complete problem that can be polynomially reduced to it. Hence, an NP-hard problem is at least as di cult as any NP-complete problem and P=NP does not necessarily imply that an NP-hard problem can be solved in polynomial time. 
Finding the Exact Solution
Although the problem considered is NP-hard, both the number of variables and the magnitude of constants in the alignment problems created by many RIAs are small enough to make the algorithms for exact solution feasible.
Enumeration
It is not di cult to give an upper and lower bound for each of the variables wherein the minimum of (6) By enumerating all points in the parallelohedra given by (8) we can nd the minimum point(s).
The complexity of this method is O(c k ) where c is the largest range for any variable x i in (8) .
If the problem is formulated using absolute alignment (equation 3), enumeration need only be done along the co-ordinates that represent shifts of the statements. Given the value of these coordinates, the value of the other co-ordinates that result in the minimum value of equation (3) can be easily determined by applying theorem 1. Since the number of statements in an RIA is usually small, for small values of c (that is de ned by the constants in the problem), the complexity of this algorithm may be acceptable.
Successive Replacement
The enumeration method discussed above has complexity O(c k ) where c depends on the problem instance. In this section, it is shown that points which minimize the considered function form a convex set, and there is at least one minimum point that can be obtained by solving r ( k) linear equations generated by (6) .
Consider N = P k i=1 n j + m linear equations obtained from (6): E i X + e i = 0 (9) such that if the i-th equation is satis ed, the i-th term in (6) becomes 0. For example, E i = 0; : : :; 1; 0; : : :; 0] for i < N ?m and E i = A N?i+m otherwise. A rank of this set of linear equations is the maximum number of independent equations that can be selected from (9) and is equal to k. The i-th hyperplane of (9) is the set of points fX = x 1 ; : : :; x k ]jE i X + e i = 0g. A straight line in k dimensional space is de ned here in the standard way as a set of points X = x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k ] that satisfy k ? 1 independent linear equations with variables in X. The points on the line that yield the minimum of (6) are called the local minimum points with respect to this line.
Lemma 3 Let l be a straight line in k dimensional space, then at least one of the local minimum points of line l lies on one of the hyperplanes of (9) 
Replacing each x i (i > 1) in (6) by the right hand side of equation (10) we get
ja i x 1 ? e i j (11) Since terms with a i = 0 are constants, to nd the minimum we need to consider only the following terms X i; a i 6 =0 ja i jjx 1 ? e i =a i j (12) According to theorem 1, one local minimum point of (12) lies on the i-th hyperplane of (9) . 2 Theorem 3 The set of points that minimizes (6) is convex and is de ned by intersection of the halfspaces of (9). 5 Proof For all points, (6) is non-negative, therefore the set of points that minimizes (6) is nonempty.
Obviously, the theorem holds if the set consists of a single point only. Otherwise, let p = p 1 ; : : :; p k ] and q = q 1 ; : : :; q k ] be two distinct minimum points such that p 1 < q 1 . Consider the line in the k-dimensional space connecting p and q and therefore described by (10) . The local minimum points on this line are the minimum points of (6). Replacing x i (i > 1) in (6) by the right hand side of (10) and applying theorem 1, we obtain the bounds x (l)
for the local minimum point on this line. Thus x 1 is the minimum point of (6) Theorem 4 There is a minimum point of (6) that lies on k hyperplanes of (9), where k is the rank of (9). Moreover, if vectors E i 2 f?1; 0; 1g k in (9) are obtained from the minimization problem for a spanning tree with edges labeled distinctly (see section 2), then all coordinates of this minimum point are integers. 5 Each hyperplane of (6) de nes two halfspaces, viz., fX : Ei X + ei 0g and fX : Ei X + ei 0g.
Proof According to lemma 3, at least one of the minimum points lies on at least one of the hyperplanes of (9) . Let the hyperplane de ned by equation E i1 X + e i1 = 0 contains the minimum point. This equation can be used to replace one of the variables, say x j , in (6) to obtain a new objective function f 2 (x 1 ; : : :; x j?1 ; x j+1 ; : : :; x k ). Since f 2 is of the same form as (6), the same argument can be used to obtain another hyperplane de ned, say, by E 0 i2 X 0 + e 0 i2 = 0 of f 2 on which the minimum lies, where X 0 = x 1 ; : : :; x j?1 ; x j+1 ; : : :; x k ]. If jE i2 X + e i2 j is the original term in (6) from which jE 0 i2 X 0 + e 0 i2 j in f 2 is obtained by using E i1 X + e i1 = 0, then at least one of the minimum points lies on the intersection of the following two hyperplanes of (9) E i1 X + e i1 = 0 E i2 X + e i2 = 0
By repeating this argument k ? 1 times, the rst part of the theorem is proven.
If vectors E i 's satisfy the second condition of the theorem, then it can be shown values of the constants in (6) this algorithm may be more or less e ective than the enumeration method. Generally, to be e ective, both algorithms require that the two-edge connected components in the modi ed dependence graph (see section 2) contain a small number of nodes (which determines k) and a relatively small number of edges (which determines n). The successive replacement method is independent of the range of constants in a problem instance.
Approximate Solution
In this section we propose a polynomial-time algorithm for nding an approximate solution to the minimization problem and a method for iterative re nement of this solution. Recall that we are to minimize , if not optimal, can always be improved by the following iterative scheme adapted from the cyclic coordinate descent algorithm for non-linear programming 13]. The algorithm minimizes (6) cyclically with respect to the coordinate variables. Since (6) does not have continuous rst partial derivatives at all points, many of the standard line search methods, such as Newton's method or the method of false position 13] cannot be used to nd the local minimum along each coordinate. However, theorem 1 can be used to nd such a local minimum at each step.
We start with the point x 
2
To get a better understanding of the iteration scheme described above, a geometric interpretation of the process is helpful. Figure 5 shows the successive solution points at di erent steps of the iteration scheme for the problem in example 1. The iteration starts at point 1 in the gure. and a point (referred to as the local minimum point) on this line, at which the expression evaluates to the minimum among all the points on the line, is selected as the next point. The process of substituting values for x i 's (i 6 = j) in g 1 is geometrically equivalent to determining all the points of intersection of this line with all the hyperplanes of g 1 . Once these points are found, the a local minimum point on this line can be determined by selecting one of the middle-most point(s) of these points of intersection (see theorem 1). In gure 5, step 1 of iteration 1 determines the local minimum point on line AB. Since point 2 is the middle-most point (there are two identical lines, x 1 ?x 2 ?1 = 0, due to the presence of two terms jx 1 ?x 2 ?1j in g 1 ), the solution moves from point 1 to point 2. In step 2 of iteration 1, a local minimum point on line CD is determined and it turns out that point 2 is still a local minimum point. Example 1 shows that even though point 2 is a local minimum point for any line passing through it that is parallel to any of the axis, it is not the (global) minimum point. To be a (global) minimum point, a point must be a local minimum point for lines passing through it along any direction.
However, not all the directions need to be considered. Under the equivalence relation \intersects with the same set of hyperplanes", the set of directions can be divided into a nite number of equivalent classes. Only one direction from each class need to be considered, because they all result in the same set of intersection points at a given step of iteration. If at each iteration, local minimum points are determined along each of these directions, the modi ed algorithm (which may not be e cient) will converge to the minimum point.
Continuing with example 1, the solution can be improved if the next line is chosen parallel to x 1 ?x 2 = 0 (and passing through point 2), instead of being parallel to one of the axis, to determine the next local minimum point. Both point 3 as well as point 4 are such local minimum points and incidentally, they are also the minimum points.
6 Experimental Results
The approximate algorithm described in the previous section has been implemented and the performance of the algorithm is shown in table 1 and gures 5, 6 and 7. Only lines parallel to the axis are used in the experiments. Randomly generated graphs of di erent node sizes and di erent edge probabilities were used to nd the modi ed dependence graph (see section 2). The number of references between two arrays (i.e., the number of terms in (6) having same coe cients but di erent constants) were chosen randomly from a normal distribution. The constants in the expression (6) were obtained by multiplying the quantity range with values drawn from a normal distribution with mean as shown in table 1 and standard deviation 1. In the table, found indicates the value of (6) upon termination of the algorithm, at 0 indicates the value of (6) at the origin and no of vars indicates the number of variables in (6) . Theorem 1 can be applied to each group of terms in (6) which di er only at the constant term to nd the minimum for the sum of these terms in the group. In the table lower bound indicates the sum of the minimum obtained for each such groups in (6).
Since we have no e cient way of determining the actual minimum points, the performance of our algorithm is compared with this lower bound. In the last column, imp denotes the improvement of the alignment method over no alignment and it is de ned as value at 0 ? value found value found From this experiment the following observations can be made:
The algorithm converges in a few iterations. The number of iterations increases slightly with an attendant increase in the number of variables in (6), but increases more rapidly with the increase in the dispersion of the constants in (6).
As indicated in the above example, the algorithm may terminate at a point which is not a minimum point of (6) . However a comparison of columns 5 and 6 shows that the algorithm terminates at a point at which the value of (6) is close to minimum.
When the constants are drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0, there is an improvement of about 30-50%, although the value of the function at the minimum point cannot be much larger than that obtained by the algorithm, as is evident from the lower bound column. Thus, when the dependence vectors in a program lie randomly, there cannot be considerable improvement.
When the mean of the distribution increases, the improvement as well as the number of iterations increase. Thus when the dependence vectors in a program show a tendency to lie in a particular direction the improvement is much greater, although the algorithm takes longer time to terminate.
Because of the locality of references, it can be fairly assumed that the modi ed dependence graph of a real program is no more complex than the randomly generated graphs used in the experiment. So it is reasonable to expect that the average performance of a real program will be no worse than the average performance shown here. The two-edge connected components in a modi ed dependence graph in real programs are often smaller in size than those in the randomly generated graphs, making it possible to solve a larger problem in the same amount of time. Table 1 : The improvement obtained by using the iterative algorithm and the number of iterations it takes to converge when applied on randomly generated graphs. If an array has fewer dimensions than the processor domain of the parallel architecture then it is often replicated across the processor array and therefore needs to be aligned only in its own dimensions. Often, the data structure is wrapped around the processor array (this is commonly used in architectures that support wrap-around when the range of the data structure dimension is higher than the corresponding processor domain dimension). This solution reduces the size of local memory available to each processor, but the alignment technique presented remains applicable. If the target architecture does not support wrap-around, then a block of data is usually mapped to each processor. To apply our method in this case, each term in the objective function, expression (6), should be divided by the length of the block along the dimension being aligned.
Branching instructions in a program may cause some of the array references to be used more often than the others. A priori knowledge of the relative use of the array references to be made at run time, if available, can be used in our method (hence, further reduce the communication cost) by multiplying each term in the objective function with suitable coe cients. Sometimes it may be bene cial (for example, odd elements of an array may have subscripting expressions very di erent than the even elements) to split an array into two or more (for example, odd vs even elements) to facilitate better alignment.
Conclusion
Scienti c and engineering computations are numerically intensive, but often such computations display regularity in both the control ow patterns and the data structures used. Such computations are often comprised of iterative applications of numerical algorithms to all (or most of) the parts of the data structures, a characteristic very suitable for massively parallel processing.
The problem of aligning data structures and tasks for such computations in order to minimize communication cost in a distributed memory machine has been discussed in this paper. For programs with regular index references, the alignment problem has been shown to be equivalent to the problem of nding the closest vector in a restricted class of lattices. It is shown that this subclass of the closest vector problem is NP-hard. We have described two algorithms for nding the exact minimum. Although the complexity of these algorithms is exponential, the execution times should be acceptable, for small lattices generated by a large class of parallel scienti c computations. In addition, a polynomial-time algorithm for nding a local minimum has been presented. The performance of this algorithm on randomly generated graphs has been measured and discussed.
The target machine assumed in the analysis is a mesh-connected architecture, which can be easily embedded on most distributed memory machines. The cost function of alignment is de ned in terms of the distance between two processors. We focused on complexity and algorithms for alignment when the distance is de ned in terms of the rst norm, as is the case for four-nearest neighbor meshes. However, other network interconnections and various message passing strategies (such as grouping messages from di erent processors before forwarding them further or storing messages for later use) may require that di erent metrics be considered for the distance. Neither the complexity nor an e cient solution of the alignment problem for metrics other than the rst norm considered here are known to the authors.
